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Abstract The aim of this research study is to present a method for analyzing the performance of the wireless inductive charge-while-driving (CWD) electric vehicles, from both traffic and energy points of view. To accurately quantify the electric power required from an energy supplier for the proper management of the charging system, a traffic simulation model is implemented. This model is based on a mesoscopic approach, and it is applied to a freight distribution scenario. Lane changing and positioning are managed according to a cooperative system among vehicles and supported by advanced driver assistance systems (ADAS). From the energy point of view, the analyses indicate that the traffic may have the following effects on the energy of the system: in a low traffic level scenario, the maximum power that should be supplied for the entire road is simulated at approximately 9 MW; and in a high level traffic scenario with lower average speeds, the maximum power required by the vehicles in the charging lane increases by more than 50%.
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1 Introduction

Electric vehicles that provide zero local emissions and high energy efficiencies are becoming a real alternative for future motorized mobility. However, their acceptance in the market is limited by the following disadvantages when compared with diffused classical internal combustion engine vehicles: autonomy, lack of recharging infrastructures with public access, the time consuming charging process, limited battery life, battery cost and compliant masses. Charge-while-driving (CWD) technology could represent an interesting opportunity to support the deployment of electric vehicles as a possible solution.

The majority of fully electric vehicles (FEVs) currently satisfy the electric energy requirements for motion with an on-board battery. Reference [1] analyzed the problems related to battery charging management, the uncertainty surrounding the monitoring of the state of charge (SOC), the limited availability of charging infrastructure and the long time required to recharge; problems that have generated range anxiety. Extensive research has claimed that the challenges of battery inefficiency and the large and wasted space in the FEVs can be overcome by the wireless power transfer (WPT) technology. This technology electrically conducts energy from a source to an electric device without any interconnecting mediums [2]. The maglev system, developed in the late 1970s, utilises the high speed of a travelling vehicle to generate electricity using a linear generator [3]. Reference [4] proposed a design methodology for loosely coupled inductive power transfer systems. Such systems were used for non-contact power transfer, normally, over large air-gaps to the moving loads. Reference [5] explored the integrated pricing of electricity and roads enabled with wireless power transfer technology. The on-line electric vehicle (OLEV) system [6] and its non-contact power transfer mechanism were developed by the Korea Advanced Institute of Science and Technology (KAIST) and presented in 2009. The OLEV is an electric transport system in which the vehicles absorb the power from power lines underneath the surface of the road. The
aim of this research study is to present a method for analyzing the performance of the CWD system, from both traffic and energy points of view. Beginning with an electric vehicle supply equipment (EVSE) layout defined and analyzed in a previous study [7] and using the system requirements defined in the eCo-FEV project [8], a model for the traffic flow simulation is implemented to quantify and describe the time-dependent traffic parameters along the charging lane and the electric power that should be provided by an energy supplier for proper management of the charging system. The results of this analysis confirm the influence of different traffic conditions and system requirements on the quality of the charging service.

2 Simulation model for the EVSE management

The model developed in this paper could be applied to a freight distribution service. The FEV traffic flow simulated here represents a fleet of light vans that could be generated by, or directed to, a logistics centre for a distribution service. The fleet management in this case could include the CWD usage in the common route segment to allow vehicles to cover greater distances, avoiding wasted time for a stationary recharge and to control the mass of the batteries.

The analysis is applied to a 20 km roadway with multiple lanes scenario. The right-hand lane is reserved for the charging activities. In an actual road infrastructure example, this solution could be applied by allocating the slowest lane to CWD operations or by using the emergency lane with dynamic lane management. Figure 1 shows a CWD lane scheme, with two charging zones (CZs) represented. The EVSE includes inductive coils placed under the pavement surface, at a relative distance, which generate a high frequency alternating magnetic field to which the coil on the car couples and power is transferred to charge the battery.

A proper design procedure should consider both the service provider’s need to minimize the installation and maintenance costs and the users’ acceptance of the time required for a proper recharge in the CWD lane. Taking into account the results obtained in previous studies [7] performed for an electric light van, with a power provided per unit of length (Pcz) of 50 kW/m in the CZs and adopting a system efficiency ηd of 85 % (from energy grid distribution to EV battery), the identified CWD system can be described by the following technical requirements: 1 length of the charging zones (Lcz) = 20 m; 2 inter-distance (I) = 30 m; 3 longitudinal dimension of the on-board charging device (Lcd) = 1 m.

In this layout, the energy equilibrium is possible at 60 km/h, whereas at lower speeds the SOC gain is positive. The two following operational speeds are defined for CWD: the highest speed (60 km/h) should allow the vehicle to maintain its entering SOC, whereas the lowest speed (30 km/h) should be a compromise between the recharge needs of vehicles with a low SOC and a minimum speed that can be accepted by the users. In this layout, by driving at the lowest speed, after 20 km in the CWD lane, the SOC increases by more than 7 kWh. This last case has been defined as “emer” status because this refers to a strategy applicable to emergency situations. The other charging vehicles have been classified with the “charge” status.

2.1 Models for energy estimation

In the CWD lane, a balance between the energy consumed for vehicle motion and the energy provided by the CZs should be established to monitor the SOC of the vehicle batteries during the observation period. The vehicle type included in the traffic flow is relevant because the mass and the aerodynamic parameters affect the energy consumption. After estimating the total average resistance force to motion Rtot between two consecutive nodes, the average power consumed is calculated according to the following relationship, based on simple mechanical concepts:

\[
P_{\text{electric}} = \frac{R_{\text{tot}} \cdot s}{\eta_d} + P_{\text{aux}}
\]

where \(\eta_d\) is the average driveline efficiency, which is assumed here constant for any average speed \(s\) of the vehicle along the section; \(P_{\text{aux}}\) is the auxiliary power that includes all consumption not related to the vehicle motion, such as the on-board electrical devices (e.g., lights and air conditioning). Finally, the energy consumed by the vehicle over time is obtained by multiplying the power consumed by the duration. In our scenarios, for sake of simplicity, the average slope will be assumed to equal zero.

The energy that the vehicle receives from the coils in the CWD lane \(E_{\text{received}}\) can be calculated (as in (2)) by the electric power \(P\) received by any CZ, the number of CZ \(n_{\text{CZ}}\) and the occupancy time \(t_{\text{CZ}}\). This can then be related to the system element dimensions (CZs and on-board devices-LCD) and \(P_{\text{aux}}\) according to the following:

\[
E_{\text{received}} = P \cdot n_{\text{CZ}} \cdot t_{\text{CZ}} = (P_{\text{CZ}} \cdot L_{\text{CD}} \cdot \eta) \cdot \left(\frac{L_{\text{roadsection}}}{L_{\text{CZ}} + I}\right) \cdot \left(\frac{L_{\text{CZ eff}}}{s}\right)
\]

In (2), \(L_{\text{CZ eff}}\) is the CZ length in which the vehicles effectively recharge, considering the initial and final partial overlaps of the on-board device. When the vehicle crosses
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Fig. 1 Scenario layout for CWD in a road with three lanes
a transmitting coil, it receives the energy according to system efficiency \( g \) that depends on the distance between the coil(s) of the on-board device and the coil(s) of the CZ installed in the road pavement. Each CZ is subdivided into coils that are excited only if a receiving (and authorized) vehicle is above them. In this way, only the coils that are under the vehicle work, thus maintaining the emitted power inside a shielded zone, correspond to the vehicle occupancy.

2.2 Traffic modelling

The choice of the traffic modelling is derived from the specific requirements of the CWD system [8] as synthesized below.

1) It has been assumed as installed only along the right-hand lane of the motorway because that lane is generally used by slower vehicles. Consequently, the model considers the lane disaggregation of traffic data.

2) The charging lane can be used for two different charging needs (“emer” or “charge”) corresponding to two different vehicle speeds. Consequently, the model must consider different classes of vehicles.

One possible approach to effectively model this type of problem (multilane and multiclass) could be microsimulation, in which single vehicle trajectories are modelled with a small time step resolution and with their interaction on the road. An extensive review of traffic modelling approaches can be found in [9], whereas a microsimulation model application example is reported by [10]. Although the microsimulation approach meets the principal requirements of the traffic model for CWD, it does not model vehicle behavior according to their energy needs. The current SOC level of the vehicles and the fleet operators’ eventual SOC target requirements influence drivers’ decisions concerning lane changing, i.e., vehicles try to enter into the charging lane or to exit according to their needs. Therefore, specific rules must be defined and implemented to obtain realistic results from the traffic model. In addition, the detailed rules implemented in a micro-simulation model usually require an accurate calibration process, aimed at replicating the actual driving in traffic. However, the calibration process can be compromised in a CWD scenario whenever various ADAS are available on-board because they affect driving and traffic. Consequently, a mesoscopic approach would be more accurate than a microscopic one, because the latter is too detailed for this preliminary stage of CWD technology. Further comments on this issue will be reported in Sect. 3. A framework of mesoscopic traffic models can be found in [11], whereas a recent application of this type of model was proposed in [12].

The developed model represents single vehicle trajectories without introducing a detailed time resolution of the driving activities. It assumes that the CWD lane conditions can be described knowing only the data related to consecutive points. The point spacing, typically hundreds of meters, can be set based on the analysis required. For this reason, detailed traffic information has been updated only at these defined points, defined as “detection points” or “nodes”, where it is interesting to know the time series of traffic parameters and the energy provided for the entire vehicle set detected in the related time period. The road segment between the consecutive nodes will be defined as “road section” or “section”. Aggregated traffic information, such as average headways, delays and the number of overtake maneuvers, can be estimated along the CWD lane for any road section.

The logic scheme adopted for two consecutive nodes of the traffic model is depicted in Fig. 2.

In the traffic model, the arrival time of a vehicle at the node \( i \) is first estimated based on its arrival time at the node \( (i-1) \) and its desired speed. It is then adjusted, in a second step, according to the feasible headway for vehicles in the lane. Because of safety and possible technical reasons, headway less than a threshold value between two vehicles in the charging lane may not be allowed. If two vehicles detected at a certain node are too close, in terms of headway, the following one has to slow down until its headway is equal to the threshold.

The headway verification and correction is therefore performed only at discrete space steps, according to the mesoscopic modeling of traffic. In an actual scenario, it can be managed by drivers or by the cooperative system

*Fig. 2 Several trajectories in the time–space diagram to trace the arrival times of different vehicle types at consecutive nodes*
adapting the vehicle speed along the entire section before the node where the headway adjustment is performed.

The battery SOC, monitored along the road at each node, plays a crucial role because it influences drivers’ decisions to use the CWD service or not. It is also the parameter used to divide the vehicles into different speed classes. In the model, the CWD lane entries are managed according to the following cooperative behavior: each vehicle requiring recharge moves into the CWD lane at the node, creating the necessary gap in the vehicle flow by slowing down the following vehicles. A block diagram reported in Fig. 3 describes the logic of the procedures and the various functions applied at every simulation step. More details on all the functions can be found in [7].

The proposed scenario refers to a freight distribution service. The decision to charge may be simplified because it depends not only on drivers and their final destinations, but primarily on the fleet operator. To restart the delivery operations in the second part of the day, all of the vehicles in the fleet may require an energy level adequate for their operation.

The analysis considers even the overtaking cases: a cooperative overtaking model at constant speed is implemented and the vehicle does not recharge while it is outside the charging lane. The traffic simulator has been implemented in Microsoft Excel platform using Visual Basic programming language, and more details on the model can be found in [13].

3 Verification and validation process

This chapter explains the model approach chosen, clarifying the reasons for the simplified assumptions and introducing a short discussion on verification and validation issues. Currently, the CWD system has been installed only in small test sites and, unfortunately, there are no opportunities to observe driver behavior in large-scale systems. Furthermore, even fully cooperative driving systems are not completely deployed. An actual traffic scenario, similar to that simulated, can be observed in long road tunnels in which vehicle spacing or headway greater than a predefined threshold should be maintained and all vehicles travel in a predefined speed range for safety reasons (e.g., the Mont Blanc tunnel).

Another important issue that should be considered is that the CWD technological environment will expand in the future. Therefore, it will involve another generation of vehicles, in which vehicle-to-vehicle communications will be used and many cooperative functions will be activated to facilitate the drive. In such a system, the observation of the current driving features is not relevant to model the traffic because vehicle motions and interactions depend more on the settings of the ADAS systems than on drivers’ decisions.

For these reasons and considering the current stage of CWD technology development, calibration and validation operations based on empirical and on field observations are not possible. However, an extensive verification process can be performed by analyzing, testing and reviewing activities, according to the concepts defined in the ECSS standards [14]. In particular, a technical verification of the model response can be performed based on the following three consecutive test cases, each one aimed to verify different aspects: ① single vehicle motion and the relationship between its behavior and its energy needs; ② uniform vehicle flow without overtakes to verify if the model is able to correctly manage the headways between vehicles; ③ complex traffic interaction with overtaking maneuvers to assess the global interaction between vehicles, introducing overtaking maneuvers.

In the third stage of the model verification process, traffic results may be controlled by the following relevant parameters affecting traffic behavior.

1) Input traffic distribution (average headway, standard deviation and minimum value);
2) Vehicle speed for the two CWD classes (in the CWD lane where the speed is controlled and in the other lanes where the speed is derived from the density-speed relationship);
3) Overtake management (duration, event detection, event activation, event recovery and multiple overtakes);
4) Vehicle energy parameters (initial SOC, target SOC, SOC thresholds and energy consumption);
5) CWD parameters (system layout and power).

At this stage of the model development, the presented model has been validated by checking the satisfaction of the established technical requirements, based on the system engineering approach [15]. The main functional requirements for the model are the following: ① the model shall estimate the number of vehicles in the CWD for any detection point; ② the model shall consider possible random effects of input flow; ③ the model shall represent the traffic flow at any detection point and reveal if concentration of traffic and congestion occur along the lane; ④ the model shall take into account different values of the minimum headway allowed in the CWD to estimate possible effects on traffic and energy for the various CZs over time.

In the following sections, the model testing results are reported in an “ideal case”, in which all of the subsystems and applications involved, such as the CWD booking and authorization functions, or the cooperative ADAS, which enables the vehicle cruise control or the cooperative overtaking, work properly. In this scenario, all the related system information, such as the vehicle position and its SOC, is accurately known. This validation approach could be considered as a “best-case” testing, and it is consistent with the test-case-design methods applied to test software, such as boundary value analysis [16] or distributed real time systems [17].

4 Experiments for model testing and first results

After defining the CWD model, it is necessary to estimate its capability to determine the quality level assessment for the charging service. The electrical power distribution type that should be supplied at each node is an interesting result from this preliminary stage of CWD development. The traffic and energy results will be reported in the two following sections, and two operational testing scenarios will be analyzed.

4.1 Parameter setting for the simulated scenarios

The Reference scenario represents a compatible flow of light vans generated by a logistics centre for multiple deliveries. A second scenario (Alternative) will be explored to analyze how the system performance could be affected by the increase of both the FEV traffic and the minimum allowed technical headway in the CWD lane. In the Alternative scenario, vehicles are generated closer than those in the Reference scenario, but they cannot stay too close while charging, thus creating a delay phenomenon with vehicle platoons in queue.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1</th>
<th>Data related to traffic</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Traffic</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average density for input traffic flow</td>
<td>10 (20) veh/km/lane</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Critical density (at max capacity)</td>
<td>30 veh/km/lane</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of simulated vehicles</td>
<td>500 veh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coefficient of variation of the headway</td>
<td>0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minimum traffic headway</td>
<td>1.5 s</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 2</th>
<th>Data related to infrastructure</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Infrastructure</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total length of the road</td>
<td>20 km</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average slope</td>
<td>0 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sections length</td>
<td>1 km</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Length of the charging zones (L_CZ)</td>
<td>20 m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interdistance (I)</td>
<td>30 m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transition coefficient (T_rk)</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>System efficiency (η_s)</td>
<td>0.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Power per unit of length (P_CZ)</td>
<td>50 kW/m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minimum headway in CWD lane</td>
<td>1.5 (3) s</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In Table 1 and Table 2, basic traffic feature data and infrastructure layout parameters are reported for the Reference scenario. The data between brackets indicates the variations introduced in the Alternative scenario.

A critical density value of 30 veh/km/lane has been assumed based on the generally adopted values for freeways under basic conditions [18]. Minimum headway values between 1.5 and 2.5 s have been chosen to consider the use of ADAS [19].

In Table 3, the vehicle data specifies motion performance, energy consumption and energy needs. At each node of the modelled road, the SOC of every vehicle is assessed.

Although some car manufacturers use the currently available adaptive cruise control (ACC) to give the drivers the opportunity to manually choose the minimal headway, they set the absolute minimum headway at 0.9 s [20]. In this study, a more prudent value of 1.5 s has been assumed. According to the analysis reported in a previous study [7], a vehicle with a SOC less than 30 % of its target is assumed in an emergency situation (state = “emer”) and its desired speed along the CWD lane is set to 30 km/h; if the charging level is between 30 % and 60 % of the target value, then the vehicle is assumed to be charged in the CWD lane to preserve its SOC (state = “charge”) and its desired speed is set to 60 km/h. Vehicles with a current charge level greater than 60 % of the target SOC are assumed “out” of the CWD lane because they do not need to...
recharge. Their speed is then set according to the feasible speed in the other lanes, which depend on the estimated traffic density.

4.2 Primary traffic results

In this section, a comparison of selected principal traffic results in the Reference and Alternative scenarios is reported. Because all results depend on the random variables generated at the initial traffic and energy states, multiple replications of this experiment should be examined to observe, using statistical analysis, how the random effects influence the simulation results. However, to better show the traffic and energy performance of the implemented simulation model, through the reading of the calculated variables in identical conditions, the following results will focus on one selected replication that is close to the average value.

The first parameter analyzed is the FEV traffic flow in the CWD lane. Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 compare the traffic flows at the entrance and at the exit of CWD lane, respectively for the Reference and the Alternative scenarios. Fig. 4 shows that in the Reference scenario, the traffic flow in the CWD lane increases along the lane, with concentration phenomena at the exit section, although never reaching the maximum value of 2400 veh/h related to the minimum technical headway (1.5 s). In particular, based on the values set for the parameters, an “emer” vehicle increases its SOC and, after reaching the SOC threshold, it increases its speed according to the “charge” vehicles desired speed, whereas a “charge” vehicle maintains a constant SOC over time. Consequently, no vehicle leaves the CWD lane, whereas “out” vehicles can enter into the CWD lane during the simulation.

An identical effect can also be observed for the Alternative scenario, in which the higher minimum technical headway value (equal to 3 s) defines a lower maximum admissible flow of 1200 veh/h in the CWD lane. Therefore, traffic conditions at 0 km approximate the maximum allowable flow. At 20 km, the limit conditions occur for the majority of the simulation time, as illustrated by the plateau in Fig. 5, which is caused by vehicle platoon conditions. In this case, an entrance into the CWD lane or an overtake maneuver may cause a relevant disturbance in the traffic flow, resulting in a sensible reduction in the average speeds of the following vehicles.

Figures 6 and 7, for the Reference and the Alternative scenario, respectively, report the vehicle counts that are detected at each kilometer (at each node), along the CWD

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 3 Data related to vehicles features</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Vehicles</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average starting SOC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Standard deviation of SOC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SOC target</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Length of charging the device (L&lt;sub&gt;CD&lt;/sub&gt;)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SOC limit for “charge” vehicles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SOC limit for “emer” vehicles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Desired speed of “charge” vehicles on CWD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Desired speed of “emer” vehicles on CWD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Max free flow speed on other lanes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average acceleration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overtake duration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mass (m)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cross sectional area (A)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C&lt;sub&gt;x&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>f&lt;sub&gt;0&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>f&lt;sub&gt;2&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Driveline efficiency (η&lt;sub&gt;d&lt;/sub&gt;)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Auxiliary power (P&lt;sub&gt;aux&lt;/sub&gt;)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
they enter the CWD lane. In the Reference scenario, the number of charging vehicles increases more rapidly because the speed in the other lanes is higher as a result of better traffic conditions, thus increasing vehicle energy consumption. Before the final node (20 km), all generated vehicles must be recharged so they enter the CWD lane.

Because of the battery capacity limitations, all vehicles driving in the unequipped lanes reduce their SOC and reach the “charge” threshold within the last sections. This phenomenon, which is consistent with assumptions, causes the final increase in the vehicle count in the CWD lane.

The second parameter analyzed is the space mean speed. Figures 8 and 9 for the Reference and the Alternative scenario, respectively, report the values on the sections before each node along the CWD lane over time, considering both “charge” and “emer” vehicles. The darker color refers to lower values and therefore the worst traffic condition cases.

The zones in the time–space diagram in which congestion occurs are consistent with the data from the scenarios. Values exceeding the speed limit in the CWD lane (60 km/h) are caused by the entries into the CWD lane from the other lanes, where the speeds are higher, because they are related to the established traffic density.

As expected, the lowest speeds for the first sections are presented at the end of the simulation time because only the “emer” and slow vehicles are presented. Any possible “charge” and fast vehicles have previously crossed this section. This concentration of the slower vehicles at the end of the simulation occurs only for the first sections, because after node 14, all “emer” vehicles have increased their SOC over the “charge” threshold, changing their status. In both analyzed scenarios, the average speeds of the traffic flow exceed 30 km/h.

Finally, delay is the last traffic parameter reported. It is analyzed separately for “charge” and “emer” vehicles. In the Reference scenario, the delay is negligible: considering all simulation time along the CWD lane, it reaches the

![Fig. 6 FEV counts along the CWD lane over time in the Reference scenario](image)

![Fig. 7 FEV counts along the CWD lane over time in the Alternative scenario](image)
In this section, selected simulation results related to the CWD energy issues are reported. In Figs. 12 and 13, the CWD energy dynamics. This analysis confirms that the simulation can describe the maximum value of 47 s for "charge" vehicles at node 13. This indicates that a delay of 47 s is assessed by considering all 429 "charge" vehicles in 40 minutes of simulation. Consequently, no space-time profile will be reported for Fig. 11, which is consistent with the data assumed for this scenario. The delay for the Alternative scenario is relevant. Figs. 10 and 11 report the time-dependent average delay for the "charge" and "center" vehicles over time, respectively. The mean delay values are similar for the two scenarios, and the delay is assessed by considering the average speed at the section before node 19 as the position where the traffic flow proceeds with vehicles platoons in queue. The space mean speed of FEVs along the CWD lane over time in the Alternative scenario is reported. In Figs. 12 and 13, the value observed for any CZ at nodes is 0.3 kWh during one minute in most cases; it does not continue for more than 4 km along the CWD lane. The maximum value observed at node 19 is 0.5 kWh, which is the speed for emergency vehicles and the value of 0.3 kWh is constant for longer periods in some cases. The maximum value observed for the Reference scenario. The maximum value observed for the Reference scenario. The maximum value observed for the Reference scenario. The maximum value observed for the Reference scenario.
and the Alternative scenarios have been performed. Two additional experiments for the Reference scenario have been performed, as estimated by simulation, is evident in the charts in Fig. 14 and Fig. 15 in which the instantaneous Power profiles for the Reference and Alternative scenarios. In the Reference scenario, there is generally a higher occurrence of switching on compared to the Alternative scenario. This result can be confirmed because of the larger number of vehicles in the CWD lane. The variability of the power provided, as estimated by simulation, is evident in the charts in Fig. 14 and Fig. 15 in which the instantaneous

all of the CZs, a higher resolution of simulation sections is required. Two additional experiments for the Reference and the Alternative scenarios have been performed. The analyzed nodes were set at a distance of LC2 + 1, equal to 50 m. Fig. 14 and Fig. 15 report the cumulative number of coil on/off switching during the simulation for a 20 s time widow (1500 ~ 1520 s) respectively for the

![Fig. 10 Average delay for “charge” FEVs along the CWD lane over time in the Alternative scenario](image)

![Fig. 11 Average delay for "Emer" FEVs along the CWD lane over time in the Alternative scenario](image)

![Fig. 12 Energy received (kWh) by FEVs at nodes along the CWD lane over time in the Reference scenario](image)
The number of CZs in the “ON” state changes in a few seconds for both Reference and Alternative scenarios. The maximum number of CZs simultaneously in the “ON” state is estimated to equal 181 CZs at the simulation time of 1763.2 s for the Reference scenario and 281 CZs at the simulation time of 1876.5 s for the Alternative. To better observe the energy variability, the simulated instantaneous power provided for the entire 20 km CWD lane is also reported in Fig. 16 and Fig. 17. The minimum and maximum power provided can be clearly identified, by multiplying the number of CZs in the “ON” state by the nominal power provided \( P_{cz} \), according to LCD. In addition, a detailed chart of the power provided for the entire CWD lane is presented in Figs. 18 and 19 for an identical 20 s time window to show the typical pattern for the two simulated scenarios.
5 Conclusions

This study presented a method for assessing the performance of the wireless inductive power transfer used to charge electric vehicles while driving. Assuming the CWD system can operate in a scenario with cooperative behavior, the developed traffic model is able to simulate different traffic conditions. Primary traffic parameters can be estimated for the CWD lane, such as the vehicle count and the average speed that are time dependent and change relevantly along the road. This traffic model can manage even intense traffic conditions by simulating vehicle platoons and delays caused by internal traffic interactions (i.e., different vehicle speeds and new entries into the lane) and technical constraints requiring a minimum headway in the CWD lane. Unlike traditional dynamic traffic models, the vehicle motion in this proposal includes the energy needs and charging opportunities because they influence drivers’ decisions and then traffic performance. According to their SOC along the road, vehicles are simulated as inside or outside the charging lane, and their speeds are set according to their charging mode. The model has an approximation consistent with the stage of development of CWD technology and the deployment of cooperative driving. Although simplified, it allows for the prediction of many relevant energy issues and possible operational problems.

From the energy point of view, the analyses presented here for a “best case” scenario demonstrates that the traffic also has a relevant effect on the energy that should be supplied by an energy provider. In the Reference scenario simulated, characterized by better traffic conditions, the maximum power that should be supplied for the entire road is approximately 9 MW, whereas in the Alternative scenario, in which vehicles proceed slower and are generated closer, the power required by the vehicles on the CWD lane is approximately 14 MW. This result is even more relevant considering that the total switching on number is greater in the Reference scenario, thus indicating a major usage of the CWD lane. However, the slower speeds and the platoon conditions require a larger number of coils to be on simultaneously. This critical traffic condition, characterized by platoons with vehicles at a constant distance, generates high peaks in the power trend; in a few tenths of a second, the power required can change by more than 9 MW. Generally, the required power trend under platoon conditions is more consistent but with higher peaks.
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